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complete computer vision system as shown in Fig.1 is
composed of three components, these are:
a) Image acquisition model: this model includes the
CCD-camera and the interface card. This part is the
eye of the system that is used to acquire an image for
the inspected part and to send the image to the
personal computer.
b) Personal computer: it is responsible for receiving
the acquired image and to carry out the selected
image processing algorithms on the image.
c) Image processing and pattern recognition module:
this module is implemented as software program that
manipulates the acquired image to get the necessary
information to carry out the direction code of the
profile.

Index Terms— Intelligent Vision, Parts Classificat ion,
Chain Code, Diagnostics, Fuzzy Logic, Neural
Networks

I.

Camera

Object

Introduction

In the field of the production engineering, some of
the problems can be solved by the computer vision
methodology. Such problems such as measurements and
inspection of the dimensions, study the surface texture
and so on [1-4]. There is study for An intelligent
computer-aided radiologist diagnosis system based on
fuzzy-neural and feature extraction techniques for
detecting and diagnosing micro calcifications’ patterns
in digital mammograms [5]. Another study using the
wavelet fuzzy neural network for tool wear detection
with cutting conditions and detected signals, which
includes the model of wavelet fuzzy neural network
with acoustic emission (AE) and the model of fuzzy
classification with motor current [6]. The most different
task to computer vision is in extract on knowledge from
the information contained in the input image. The
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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Abstract— In this paper, a new Intelligent system based
on neurofuzzy for detecting and diagnostics the wear
and damage of the milling cutter is presented. The
compatibility between the computer vision and
neurofuzzy techniques is introduced. The proposed
approaches consists of capturing the milling cutter
image, Fuzzy edge detection, Chain code technique for
feature extraction and finally, apply the neural network
on the feature. The results of the study are three
different diagnostics models , The first is diagnostic
model for the original profile of the perfect cutter, the
second is model for the wearied profile and the third is
model for the damage profile. Experimental test results
show that the proposed system is reliable, practical and
can be used for the easy distinguish between the wear
and damage automatically.

PC

Fig. 1: Recognition Vision System

In this work, a co mputer vision methodology for
automated inspection and diagnostic for wear and
damage milling cutter is outlined. A commercial matrix
CCD-camera with resolution [640 * 480] pixels
connecting to a personal computer, which is occupied
by an interface card, is used to build the experimental
computer vision system. The captured color image is
converted into gray image then the proposed algorithms
are applied.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows :
In section II, a review of the necessary background
required to effective imp lement of our algorith m is
presented. The experimental result of the proposed
algorith m for edges is described in section III. After that,
application of the proposed algorithm is discussed in
section IV, and we d raw our conclusion in the last
section.

II.

Extracting the Edge Detection by Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy image processing is the collection of all
approaches that understand, represent and process the
images, their segments and features as fuzzy sets. The
representation and processing depend on the selected
fuzzy technique and on the problem to be solved.
Fuzzy image processing has three main stages: image
fuzzification, modificat ion of membership values, and,
if necessary, image defuzzification as shown in Fig.2.

Fuzzy Logic
Mill Cutter
Image

Image
Fuzzification

Fuzzy Inference
system
Profile Edges
of the cutter

Expert Knowledege

Image
Defuzzification

Fig. 2: T he general structure of fuzzy edge detection

The fuzzification and defuzzification steps are due to
the fact that we do not possess fuzzy hard ware.
Therefore, the coding of image data (fu zzification) and
decoding of the results (defuzzification) are steps that
make it possible to process images with fu zzy
techniques. The main power of fu zzy image processing
is in the middle step (modificat ion of membership
values).

based approach, a fuzzy integration approach and so on,
[7-11].
The system implementation is carried out considering
that the input image and the output image obtained after
defuzzificat ion are both 8-bit quantized; this way, their
gray levels are always between 0 and 255. The fu zzy
sets are created to represent each variable’s intensities;
these sets are associated to the linguistic variables
―Black‖, Edge and ―white‖. The adopted membership
functions for the fu zzy sets associated to the input and
to the output are triangles, as shown in Fig.3.

After the image data are transformed fro m gray-level
plane to the membership plane (fuzzification),
appropriate fuzzy techniques modify the membership
values. This can be a fuzzy clustering, a fuzzy rule-

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: Membership functions of the fuzzy sets associated to the input and to the output
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The functions adopted to implement the ―and‖ and
―or‖ operations are he min imu m and maximu m
functions, respectively. The Mamdani method is chosen
as the defuzzification procedure, which means that the
fuzzy sets obtained by applying each inference rule to
the input data are joined through the add function; the
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output of the system is then computed as the loom of
the resulting membership function. The values of the
three memberships function of the output are designed
to separate the values of the blacks, whites and edges of
the image.

Fig. 4: Fuzzy inference rules

Fig. 5: Steps of Fuzzy Processing
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The inference rules depend on the weights of the
eight neighbours gray level pixels, if the neighbouring
weights are degree of blacks or degree of whites. The
powerful of these rules is the ability to extract all edges
in the processed image directly. This study is assaying
all the p ixels of the processed image by studying the
situation of each neighbor of each pixel. The condition
of each pixel is decided by using the floating 3x3 mask
which can be scanning the all grays [7].
In this location, some o f the desired rules are
explained. The first four ru les are dealing with the
vertical and horizontal direction lines gray level values
around the checked or centered p ixel of the mask, if the
grays represented in one line are black and the remains
grays are white then the checked pixel is edge (Fig.4-a ).
The second four rules are dealing with the eight
neighbors also depending on the values of the gray level
weights, if the weights of the four sequential pixels are
degree of b lacks and the weights of the remain fours
neighbors are the degree of whites, then the center pixel
represents the edge (Fig.4-b). The introduced rules and
another group of rules are detecting the edges, the white
and the black pixels. The result images contribute the
contours, the black and the white areas. From the side
of the fuzzy construction, the input grays range from 0255 gray intensity, and according to the desired rules
the gray level is converted to the values of the
membership functions as shown in Fig. 5. The output of
the FIS according to the defu zzification is presented
again to the values from 0- 255. and then the black,
white and edge are detected. Fro m the experience of the
tested images in this study, it is found that the best
result to be achieved at the range black fro m zero to 80
gray values and fro m 80 to 255 mean ing that the weight
is white [7].

worn in Fig. 6 (e), (d ). The edge map o f those images is
detected using fuzzy technique with detailed in [7,8].

(a)

(b)

(C)

III. Experiment Result of the Milling Cutter Edges
The proposed system was tested with different
images, its performance is compared to comparat ive
base picture of perfect end mill. A presented nonlinear
fuzzy filter, is based on applying local grouping of
pixels within a 2-D moving window, such as a square
mask, over the 2-D input image. The p ixels inside the
window are ranked according to their gray intensity
values. The center pixel is classified into the local
groups by using a fu zzy classifier. A pixel that is near
an edge will ideally be co mb ined with the neighboring
pixels that lie on the same side of the edge,

(d)

(e)
Fig. 6: (a) Reference captured picture for gear tooth and it s edge
map.
(b)&(c) Crashed gear tooth and its edge map.
(d)&(e) worn gear tooth and its edge map.

The FIS system, in turn, allows edges to be detected
even in the low contrast regions, this is due to the
different treatment given by the fuzzy ru les to the
regions with different contrast levels, and to the rule
established to avoid including in the output image
pixels not belonging to continuous lines.

IV. Chain Code Representation

The original image is shown in part (a) of Fig. 6.
where we use this image as comparat ive model fo r the
classification process of crashed in Fig. 6 (b),(c) and

Boundary representations reduce object boundaries to
a more compact or expressive form than the original
boundary pixels. Popular methods include: Chain codes
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– re-expressing the boundary as a sequence of primitive
moves and Polygonal approximations – reduction to a
close-fitting polygon Signatures [12,13].
Chain coding is a popular technique used to express
gradual angular change along boundaries in images.
Each direction of angular change is assigns a unique
number and subsequently a boundary expressed as a
numeric sequence. The chain code re-expresses
boundary pixels as a series of pixel-to-pixel transition
(direct ion codes), and is translation invariant. The chain
code varies arbitrarily depending on the starting point
(see Fig. 7). According to chain code method, angular
changes from one pixel to the next, along a boundary,
is expressed by a chain code. To obtain the boundary
pixels, the image is mapped into a grad structure as
shown in Fig. 8. However, these representations are
sensitive to the starting point as well as scale and
rotation. Chain code methods aime at representing
gradual change of orientation along the object boundary.
Therefore, it does not represent the overall appearance
of an object which may be perceptually significant [1416].
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Fig. 8: T he image is mapped into a gird structure

V.

Neural Network Pattern Classification

Neural networks are commonly used for digital
character recognition: partly because of their popularity
and appeal, but undoubtedly they provide excellent
results, perhaps among the best known for character
recognition. The inherent pattern recognition abilities of
layered neural networks lends itself perfectly to this
type of task, by autonomously learning the complex
mappings in high dimensional input data [17-22]. There
are various forms of multi-layered neural network
models, the most common and applicable to this task
being the standard feed-forward connectionist model
usually trained by way of backpropagation (gradientdescent). In general, multi-layered neural networks are
said to perform a non-linear function of the linearly
weighed sum of inputs in a distributed manner and can
be very powerful. For more details see Appendix A.

Fig. 7: Chain Code

Fig. 9: Neural network architecture used for object classification
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Fig. 10: the output of the NNW of the crashed cutting tools compared with the perfect one .

Fig. 11: the output of the NNW of the wearied cutting tools compared with the perfect one

This is the ability to recognize objects within a
captured image. Such recognition requires the
extraction of features from the image, such as edges or
regions and the classification of these features to one of
several pre-specified categories as shown in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 10 the NNW output of the crashed cutting
tools compared with the model of the perfect one. The
curves B and C lifted the perfect one suddenly where
the difference between them is related to the order of
the crashed teeth. However in Fig.11. the curves lifted
each other gradually for the gradual nature of the wear.

is modeled by neural networks algorith m to classify the
fault of the cutting tools , the shape of the diagram is
different fro m the other as representing the type of the
failure if fracture or wear. The effect of the wear is
slightly affected and shafted from the reference profile,
but the effect of the damage is dangerous and should be
replaced by the milling cutter. The show results are
promising, it can be employed in different application
of the real world conditions.
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The Back-Propagation Algorithm (BPA) is a
supervised learning method for training ANNs, and is
one of the most co mmon fo rms of training techniques.
It uses a gradient-descent optimizat ion method, also
referred to as the delta rule when applied to feedforward
networks. If the performance index or cost function E
takes the form of sum of squared error function, then
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net j
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where

is the error,

(1)
dj
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are the desired and
actual network outputs respectively, and n o is the
number of neurons in the output layer. Using grad ientΔw ji
descent, the weight, and bias increments
, and
Δb j
respectively are proportional to the (negative)
slope.

Δw ji  η
Δb j  η
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E
w ji
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E
b j

(2.b)

η is a positive constant referred to as the

where

learning rate. For the neuron output
rearrange as follows:

Oj

we can

O j  f net j 

(3)

where
(4)

i

To generalize our results to hidden units, a general
representation for ith input to neuron j, denoted Oi , is
developed.
O
Oi   i
 ii

the input is the output of another neuron
the input is a direct input to the network

Differentiating equation (4) with respected to

bj

(5)

w ji

E
E O j net j

b j O j net j b j

(9.b)

substituting fro m equations (6-9) into equation (2) we
get

Δw ji  ηd j  O j  f net j Oi

(10.a)

Δb j  ηd j  O j  f net j 

(11.b)

For hidden unit u k , by considering its influence on
the other n output units and employ the chain rule, as
follows:

E
E net n

Ok

net
Ok
n
n

(11)

Similar to above equations we can derive

E
 d n  On  f net n 
net n

(12)

E
 d j  O j 
O j

(6.b)

(7)
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(13)

substituting fro m equations (12,13) into equation (11)
we get

E
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  d

 On  f net n wnk

n

n

(14)

Ok
 f net k 
net k

(15)

net k
 Oi
w ji

(16.a)

net k
1
b j

(16.b)

substituting fro m equations (14-16) into equation (2)
we get

Δw ji  ηf net j Oi  d n  On  f net n wnk

 f net j 

and from equation (4)

net n
 wnk
Ok

and as equation (9)
(6.a)

For output neuron,

net j

1

as equation (8)
,

we get

E
E O j net j

w ji O j net j w ji

O j

b j

(9.a)

from equations (4) , we have

net j   w ji Oi  b j

and

net j

 Oj

n

(8)

Δb j  ηf net j  d n  On  f net n wnk
n

(17.a)
(18.b)
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Then the weights, and biases between two adjacent
layers can be updated as

w ji  m  1  w ji  m   Δw ji  m 
   w ji  m   w ji  m  1 
b j  m  1  b j  m   Δb j  m 
   b j  m   b j  m  1 

(19.a)

(19.b)

where m refer to the number of iterat ions,  is a
positive constant referred to as momentum.

Pattern and Batch learning: The weights and biases
corrections, based on individual input pattern have been
derived as shown in equation (18), this mode of
operation is called pattern learning. The pattern mode
of train ing is simp ler to imp lement, and coupled with
random pattern selection strategies. This mode is
suitable for on-line train ing process. Alternatively, the
updating process may be performed after the
presentation of all the training data that constitute an
epoch. This mode of operation is called batch learning.
For a part icular epoch we define the objective function

E P as the average squared error, that is
EP 

1 N
E
N k 1

(20)

where N is the number of training patterns, and E is
defined in equation (1). The objective of this mode of
learning is to adjust the weights and biases so as to
minimize the cost function E P over the training set.

Learning Rate and Momentum: The learn ing rate
determines what amount of the calcu lated error
sensitivity to weight change will be used for the weight
correction. If the learn ing rate is set too high, the
algorith m may oscillate and become unstable. If the
learning rate is too small, the algorithm will take too
long to converge. The performance of the steepest
descent algorithm can be improved if we allow the
learning rate to change during the training process.
Momentum allo ws a network to respond not only to the
local gradient, but also to recent trends in the error
surface. Acting like a low pass filter, mo mentu m allows
the network to ignore small features in the error surface.
Without momentum a network may get stuck in a
shallow local min imu m. With mo mentu m a network
can slide through such a minimum.
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